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What is a middle school?

A middle school is more than grades at the middle level. In fact, a middle school can be any
combination of contiguous grades between five and eight and sometimes nine. What makes
a middle school is its philosophy, organization, and program. Too often, schools with grades
at these middle levels are organized as junior high schools notwithstanding their labels. A
true middle school is one designed to meet the needs of its clients, students who are
changing from childhood to adolescence. It is one in which all of its components,
philosophy, organization and program, are guided by one overarching goal - the needs of
the young adolescent. It should not look like an elementary school or a high school - it
should be its own entity, a middle school that prepares students to move from one level to
the next.

“Middle schools were created to help this diverse active group of young people learn and
move successfully through this important stage of life.” (National Middle School Association,
1994)

What are young adolescents like?

These are among the characteristics of this age group:
accelerated physical growth
importance of peer group
a need for affirmation; sensitivity to personal comments
desire for direction and regulation; need for independence and
autonomy
array of intellectual skills and abilities
preference for active learning activities
inconsistency in behavior
desire to explore, experiment, try new things, learn, grow

“Early adolescence is characterized by significant growth and change. For most, the period
is initiated by puberty, a period of development more rapid than in any other phase of life
except infancy. Cognitive growth is equally dramatic for many youth, bringing the new
capacity to think in more abstract and complex ways than they could as children. Increased
sense of self and enhanced capacity for intimate relationships can also emerge in early
adolescence. All of these represent significant potential in our young people and great
opportunity for them and the society (Turning Points, p. 8.)”

Why do young adolescents need a special school?

Just as they are at an in-between stage in their development, they need a school that is in
between the elementary school and the high school, one that creatively balances
elementary and secondary perspectives. They need independence yet structure,
specialization and generalization, and lots of outlets for their physical energy.

“Because of their enormous developmental diversity, 10 to 14 year olds require a variety of
types and levels of activities designed to meet the following seven developmental needs: (1)
physical social interaction with adults and peers (2) structure and clear limits (3)
competence and achievement (4) creative expression (5) physical activity (6) meaningful
participation in their families, schools, and communities and (7) self-definition. (Center for
Early Adolescence, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill)”



What are the keys to educating young adolescents?

According to National Middle School Association, the major goals of middle school
should be to have students become fully functioning, self-actualized individuals that
should:

• Become actively aware of the larger world, asking significant and relevant questions
about that world and wrestling with big ideas and questions for which there may not
be one right answer.

• Be able to think rationally and critically and express thoughts clearly.

• Read deeply to independently gather, assess, and interpret information from a
variety of sources and read avidly for enjoyment and lifelong learning.

• Use digital tools to explore, communicate, and collaborate with the world and learn
from the rich and varied resources available.

• Be a good steward of the earth and its resources and a wise and intelligent
consumer of the wide array of goods and services available.

• Understand and use the major concepts, skills, and tools of inquiry in the areas of
health and physical education, language arts, world languages, mathematics,
natural and physical sciences, and the social sciences.

• Explore music, art, and careers, and recognize their importance to personal growth
and learning.

• Develop his or her strengths, particular skills, talents, or interests and have an
emerging understanding of his or her potential contributions to society and to
personal fulfillment.

• Recognize, articulate, and make responsible, ethical decisions concerning his or her
own health and wellness needs.

• Respect and value the diverse ways people look, speak, think, and act within the
immediate community and around the world.

• Develop interpersonal and social skills needed to learn, work, and play with others
harmoniously and confidently.

• Assume responsibility for his or her own actions and be cognizant and ready to
accept obligations for the welfare of others.

• Understand local, national, and global civic responsibilities and demonstrate active
citizenship through participation in endeavors that serve larger communities.



Major Program Components

Academic Team Structure
Students will be organized on an academic team composed of 4 sections of students and 4
teachers. Team teachers will be responsible for the core academic subjects: language arts,
mathematics, science, and social studies. These subject areas may be organized differently
from team to team.

Exploratory and Elective Courses
Middle school students need to explore a wide variety of areas that will help them identify
interests and talents. Therefore, all students should be exposed to a broad exploratory
program, which allows them to learn in areas outside of the core curriculum. In addition,
students should have opportunities to choose from a broad elective program, which allows
for a more in-depth development of interests and talents. In the Timberlane program,
exploratory courses are offered in grade 6 (computers and art) and grade 7 and 8 are
elective- based. In the middle school program we have broadened the elective offerings
available to include computer courses, a variety of art and music options, technology
education, theatre, family and consumer science and pre-engineering.

Physical Education and Health
Students in the middle level require – and typically enjoy - lots of physical activity. They also
need specific information about drugs, alcohol, health and safety. At Timberlane students
receive health or PE every day to ensure their needs are met.

World Languages
The ability to communicate with respect and cultural understanding in more than one
language is an essential element of global competence and is a state core curriculum
requirement. Timberlane is proud to offer courses in Chinese, French, Spanish and
German.

FLEX Period
The overarching goal of the FLEX period is to meet the academic, social emotional, and
behavioral needs of our students. The FLEX period meets everyday for the last half hour of
the day. Students have the opportunity to meet with their teacher for remediation, support,
make up and preparation for assessments. Students can meet with their Special Area
teachers as well to work on projects. Students in Band, Choir, and Orchestra will meet for
one FLEX period out of five each week (two FLEX periods for those enrolled in two
ensembles) for full ensemble rehearsals. Counselors and Case Managers as well meet with
students individually and in small group to assist students. The administrative team meets
with small groups and teams for Character Education lessons. Further seventh grade
students will be exploring the intricacies of literacy as it relates to media and finances
through project based learning experiences.



Program Patterns

On the next three pages you will find charts showing sample program offerings in each of
the three grade levels. The course descriptions that follow on the succeeding pages will
assist you in making decisions about your child’s program.

Grade 6

Period Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 Language Arts

2 Math

3 Social Studies

4 Science

LUNCH

Flex Flex

5 World Language / Music ( A/B Rotation)

6
Physical Education and Health

7 Art / D &M ( A/B Rotation)

World Languages: Choose one from Chinese, French, German or Spanish

For the Exploratory/Elective period, students will select from the following:

Music: Band, Orchestra, Choir, Music Exploratory

Art: 90 day Art 6



Grade 7

Period Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 Language Arts

2 Math

3 Social Studies

4 Science

LUNCH

Flex Flex

5 World Languages

6
Elective
Period

Two 90 day electives (semester or A/B day)

7 Physical Education and Health

An elective in grade seven is offered on an alternate day or semester basis.

Elective areas (choose two - 90 days each):
Band (A/B day)
Orchestra (A/B day)
Choir (A/B day)
Art
Computers
Theatre
Family and Consumer Science
Gateway to Technology Pre-engineering

See course descriptions for specific details on elective courses.



Grade 8

Period Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

1 Language Arts

2 Math

3 Social Studies

4 Science

5 World Languages

LUNCH

6
Elective
Period*

Two 90 day electives (semester)
OR

One 180 day elective (year)

7 Physical Education and Health

Semester Electives (choose two 90 day electives)
Band (A/B day)
Orchestra (A/B day)
Choir (A/B day)
Theatre
Advanced Theatre (A/B day)
Family Consumer Science
Computers
Art
Gateway to Technology Pre-Engineering

Full Year Elective
Advanced Art 8 (Department Recommendation Required)
Introduction to Engineering Design(Mathematic Prerequisite and Department
Recommendation Required)

See course descriptions for specific details on elective course.



COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

WORLD LANGUAGES
In the sixth grade, students may choose to continue with Spanish or select Chinese, French
or German. In sixth grade, world language classes meet every other day. In seventh and
eighth grades, students continue with their chosen language and classes meet daily. To
maximize proficiency and meet state standards, student language choice is a three year
commitment at the middle school level.

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE  (ESL)
Hopewell Valley Regional School District’s ELL programming includes sheltered instruction,
pull out and push-in program models. Based upon a student’s English language proficiency
testing, eligible students are provided with one to two class periods of ESL instruction per
day.
When a student with limited English proficiency enters Hopewell Valley Regional School
District, he or she is given a standardized test to determine his/her proficiency in English.
The results of this test and teacher evaluation determine his/her entrance into the ESL
program. Exiting the program will depend upon testing and the overall academic
performance of the student. The ESL program is individualized so that each student
receives the maximum benefit from this course.

CHINESE 6, FRENCH 6, GERMAN 6 , SPANISH 6
Students are introduced to the three modes of communicative language: interpretive,
interpersonal and presentational, as well as the culture related to the target language.
Emphasis is placed on developing listening comprehension skills and pronunciation to gain
confidence when communicating in the target language. Organizational skills that are
necessary to successful language acquisition are also emphasized.

CHINESE 7, FRENCH 7, GERMAN 7, SPANISH 7
As students continue their chosen language, they start to be able to say and write more of
their own thoughts. A general understanding of the language’s culture is cultivated through
reading, class discussion and research. Basic grammatical structures and idioms are
studied. Emphasis is placed on the three modes of communicative language: interpretive,
interpersonal and presentational.

CHINESE 8, FRENCH 8, GERMAN 8, SPANISH 8
Continuing in the same language, students encounter and learn the more complex speech
patterns through targeted practice and class conversations in the target language.
Increased emphasis is placed on reading and writing. The class is conducted primarily in
the target language. Cultural insights are gained through reading and class discussions.

SPANISH 1
This entry level course is designed for students new to our district who have not previously
studied a World Language.



LANGUAGE ARTS

The Language Arts Curriculum in grades six-eight is guided by the New Jersey Student
Learning Standards and uses the Readers’ and Writers’ Workshop Model to deliver
instruction. During the 2018-2019 school year, we will be continuing implementation of
Writers’ Workshop and piloting Readers’ Workshop. The primary goals of a workshop model
are for the authentic development of students’ reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills
in order to prepare them for the challenges and opportunities of the 21st Century.

The workshop is a philosophy of instruction that provides students with opportunities to
know and understand text and write for “real-world” purposes. As we pilot our reading
workshop curriculum, students will read independently, in small guided reading groups, and
as members of literature circles. Students write for a variety of purposes, and are guided to
develop their writing abilities through whole group and small group instruction, as well as
through individual conferences with teachers. Tenets of the workshop model include an
understanding that reading and writing are complex and highly social activities, time in
school to practice the crafts of reading and writing is essential, students should have ample
opportunities to select their own books and writing topics, students should be frequently
matched to books appropriate to their reading level, and the study of many genres is
essential in assisting students to make the reading-writing connection.

The Language Arts curriculum is organized into units of study.. Woven throughout these
units are areas of direct instruction that include the application of reading and writing
strategies , the study and application of vocabulary and grammar, as well as opportunities
for discussion to enhance understanding.

Description Adapted from TCRWP

LANGUAGE ARTS 6
This program uses high quality reading selections based on Columbia Teachers College
units of study. Students read literature and nonfiction texts within the following themes:
understanding character, self-awareness, non-fiction, and social issues. Students are also
assigned independent reading as a part of the program. Both oral and written
communication skills are carefully developed throughout the year. Indeed, writing is central
to this course; students are encouraged to write frequently about individual experiences and
areas of interest, as well as topics studied across the curriculum. The primary writing
modalities are narrative, informational, and argument. Grammar, spelling, usage, and style
activities play an important role in developing students’ language abilities.

LANGUAGE ARTS 7
The seventh grade language arts curriculum is also rooted in the Columbia Teachers
College units of study and is designed to reinforce and enhance important reading skills
through the analysis of both classic and contemporary literature. Many of the selections
deal with the theme of identity formation and/or are related to cultural diversity, and
highlighted genres include historical fiction and dystopian literature. Students are also
given opportunities to choose novels with interdisciplinary connections for independent and
small group work throughout the year. Strengthening writing skills is a primary goal of this
course. Students will use the writing process to produce clear, concise, well-organized, and
mechanically correct pieces in a variety of genres, including narrative, informational, and
argument writing. Spelling, grammar, and oral communication are integrated into the writing
instruction throughout the year.



LANGUAGE ARTS 8
The eighth grade language arts program continues to refine and develop reading and
writing skills acquired in earlier grades. Core literature includes short story, novel,
nonfiction, and drama units. Students will complete several long-term reading and writing
projects. Writing is a major focus in the course, and students will be required to write
frequently in a variety of formats. Emphasis is placed on organization, clarity of expression,
sentence structure, and mechanics. Students will utilize all stages of the writing process in
their compositions. Spelling, vocabulary, speaking, and listening skills continue to be
studied.

HONORS LANGUAGE ARTS 8
The eighth grade honors English program is designed to enhance the advanced reading
and writing ability of students with exceptional interest in the language arts. The course
offers a selection of classical and contemporary readings in genres including novels, drama,
nonfiction, and poetry. Several units have been designed to promote interdisciplinary
connections, appreciation of multicultural diversity, and opportunities for student choice.
Students will read core selections as a whole class and will choose additional selections for
independent or small-group study.

Development of writing skills and understanding of the English language are of primary
importance in this course. Writing projects will include narrative, information, and argument
pieces, with an emphasis on the writing process. Vocabulary, spelling, speaking, and
listening skills are also stressed throughout the year. Students are expected to maintain an
85% average to remain in the program.

Prerequisite: The placement criteria consist of grade average, placement assessment and
teacher recommendation. An additional writing assessment may be required.

INTEGRATED LANGUAGE ARTS  6

The Integrated Language Arts program is designed to improve the reading and/or writing
skills of students, who have been identified as needing additional support. The revamped
ILA course will mirror the reading and writing workshop units, emphasizing the major
teaching points and skills, and offering additional practice and application opportunities. The
teacher will also use Writing Pathways and Read Live to monitor student progress.
Students will take ILA in lieu of an elective.

MATHEMATICS

MATHEMATICS 6
This grade-level course in mathematics encourages students to go beyond arithmetic--to
explore more of the mathematics spectrum by investigating data gathering and analysis,
probability, geometry, patterns, and algebra. Hands-on activities help students expand their
mathematical thinking and problem-solving skills into other areas of the curriculum. This
program builds on the base developed in the K-5 mathematics program. Students are
expected to use current technology; scientific calculators are a required supply.



Prerequisite: Completion of Fifth Grade Mathematics

PRE-ALGEBRA
This sixth-grade course is the first in the content-based mathematics course sequence. It
provides a smooth path from arithmetic to algebra and geometry. Reading and
problem-solving are emphasized throughout the course. Each arithmetic operation is
studied in detail for its application to real-world problems. Students are expected to use
current technology; scientific calculators are a required supply. The instructional format is
designed to maximize the acquisition of both skills and concepts. This course is for
advanced students with an expectation for the student to demonstrate a strong interest in
exploring mathematics and seeing challenging tasks through to completion. Students are
expected to maintain an average of 85% to continue in this accelerated program.

Prerequisite: Qualification for Pre-Algebra will be based on the following criteria: Grade
average, math survey, end of year assessment and teacher recommendation.

MATHEMATICS 7: INTRODUCTION TO DATA ANALYSIS & ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS
This seventh-grade course helps students develop an understanding of important concepts,
skills, procedures, and ways of thinking and reasoning in number, geometry, measurement,
algebra, and probability and statistics. Course topics include: applying proportional
relationships, exploring operations with rational numbers and working with linear equations,
solving problems using scale drawings, geometric constructions and formulas such as area
and volume, and drawing inferences about populations based on samples. Successful
completion of this course will prepare a student for studying Algebra, culminating in
freshman year.

Prerequisite: Passing grade in Mathematics 6 or less than 70% in Pre-Algebra

ALGEBRA PART A
This course is the first in a two-course sequence of the study of algebra. This course is
open to eligible 7th and 8th graders. Course topics will focus on algebraic properties,
solving systems of equations, exploring relationships between geometric figures, making
inferences about populations and evaluating mathematical models, and analyzing
proportional relationships. Students will make use of current technology including scientific
calculators. The instructional format is designed to maximize the acquisition of both skills
and concepts. Successful completion of Algebra Part A and Algebra Part B will prepare a
student for the study of geometry and a program leading to calculus and/or statistics.

Prerequisite: At least a 70% in Pre-Algebra or a 95% in Math 6.

ALGEBRA 7
This program is a one-year algebra course. This course is for advanced students with an
expectation for the student to demonstrate a strong interest in exploring mathematics and
seeing challenging tasks through to completion. Course topics include algebraic properties,
formula function notation, concepts of slope, solving linear equations, solving systems of
equations, manipulating algebraic equations, factoring, quadratic functions, absolute value



functions and describing real-world situations with algebraic models. Reading and
problem-solving are emphasized and real-life situations are used to enhance algebraic
ideas. Students will make use of current technology including scientific calculators. The
instructional format is designed to maximize the acquisition of both skills and concepts.
Successful completion of this course will prepare a student for the study of geometry and a
program leading to calculus and/or statistics.

Prerequisite: Students must have a 95% overall average in Pre-Algebra.

MATHEMATICS 8: FOUNDATIONS OF ALGEBRAIC CONCEPTS
This eighth-grade course helps students develop the foundational algebraic content that is
necessary to be successful in Algebra 1. Topics include manipulating algebraic equations,
exploring transformations and geometric figures, analyzing angles and triangles, graphing
and writing linear equations, solving systems of linear equations, identifying functions, and
computing with rational and irrational numbers, and exponents. Incorporation of
mathematical practices will be included throughout each unit of study.

Prerequisite: Passing grade in Mathematics 7: Introduction to Data Analysis

ALGEBRA PART B
This course is the second in a two-course sequence of study of Algebra. Course topics will
focus on manipulating algebraic equations, linear functions, exponents, exponential
functions, factoring, quadratic functions, absolute value functions and describing real-world
situations with algebraic models. Students will make use of current technology including
scientific calculators. The instructional format is designed to maximize the acquisition of
both skills and concepts.

Prerequisite: Passing grade in Algebra Part A.

GEOMETRY 8
This course is for advanced students with an expectation for the student to demonstrate a
strong interest in exploring mathematics and seeing challenging tasks through to
completion. The study of geometry includes points, lines, planes, the properties of lines in a
plane, triangles and their congruence, circles, spheres, quadrilaterals, the similarity of
polygons, characterizations of sets and construction, transformational geometry, and plane
coordinate geometry. Proofs of geometric theorems and an introduction to the principles of
formal logic will be presented. Trigonometric ratios and right triangle trigonometry will be
introduced and evaluated in relation to the properties of similar triangles. The topics in this
course will be investigated in greater depth and at a more rigorous pace. There is an
additional emphasis on analytic reasoning, proof of theorems, and constructions.

Prerequisite: Passing grade in Algebra 7.

BASIC SKILLS MATH



The Basic Skills program is designed to improve the math skills of those students who do
not yet meet grade-level proficiencies. The goal of the program is to teach students skills
and strategies that help them perform on grade level. The program recognizes individual
learning differences and strives to build students’ competence and confidence. Basic skills
instruction is delivered to smaller class sizes..

SCIENCE
SCIENCE 6
The sixth grade science program focuses on the science and engineering processes
through the investigation of topics in Earth Science. Students will investigate the Earth’s
systems to determine how the movement of plates have shaped the structure of the Earth
over the course of time. Through exploration and comparison of weather and climate,
students will explore the factors that cause changes in the weather of specific locations and
identify causes of global climate change. Students will explore the multiple impacts that
human activity is having on our planet, and real world solutions to provide mitigation.
Students will examine the relationships and patterns in our Earth-sun-moon systems and
develop an understanding of the driving forces that cause the movement of our planets.
Within each topic, current advancements in science and technology are incorporated
through current science news and career exploration, which enable the student to see the
relationship between the classroom and the world outside the classroom.

SCIENCE 7
The seventh-grade science program focuses on patterns, processes, and relationships of
living organisms. The course will address how organisms are configured and how these
structures support the processes that are necessary for life to exist. Other units of study
include organisms’ interactions with each other and their environment, the flow of genetic
information through generations, and changes in species’ traits over time. Students will also
be exposed to the tools and processes used by scientists to explore life through interactive,
student-centered instruction.

SCIENCE 8
This eighth-grade science program introduces the general principles of physics and
chemistry. This course will help students see that there are cause and effect mechanisms
throughout all systems and processes that are explained through a common set of chemical
and physical properties. Units of study include matter and its interaction, forces, energy, and
waves. Throughout the various units, scientific practices such as analyzing and interpreting
data, planning and carrying out investigations and developing models will consistently be
interwoven.

SCIENCE SEMINAR
This eighth-grade science program presents the fundamentals of physics and chemistry
including matter, forces, and energy. Throughout the units of studies, scientific practices
such as analyzing/interpreting data, planning/carrying out investigations, and developing



models will consistently be interwoven. There will be a heavy emphasis on mathematical
reasoning applicable to physical and chemical principles.

Prerequisites: 85% in Science 7, Proficient in  Math Course (i.e., Math 7, Algebra A, or
Algebra 7), and performance on science skills assessment.

SOCIAL STUDIES

GRADE 6: ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS AND GEOGRAPHY
The social studies program for grades six introduces students to the study of the history,
culture, and geography of ancient civilizations.

Our students today are living in an increasingly interdependent and diverse world and it is
here in the middle grades that students are especially open and receptive to the study of
people and cultures that are different from themselves. The 6th grade program seeks to
enable students to follow with interest the origin and development of major Western and
non-Western civilizations. The program begins with developing students’ knowledge of
geography and culture. Students continue the study of humans and cultures, the rise of
ancient river civilizations, and emerging empires.

A sound world cultures and geography course provides the perspectives, information,
concepts, and skills for students to understand themselves, their relationship to the Earth
and their interdependence with other peoples of the world. The 6th grade social studies
curriculum looks to enhance our students’ ability to enter and live in an interdependent and
diverse world.

GRADE 7: WORLD CULTURES AND GEOGRAPHY
The social studies program for grades seven introduces students to the study of culture,
geography and history of the transitional periods of Europe, Africa, Latin America, and Asia.

Our students today are living in an increasingly interdependent and diverse world, and it is
here in the middle grades that students are especially open and receptive to the study of
people and cultures that are different from themselves. The program seeks to enable
students to follow with interest the origin and development of major Western and
non-Western civilizations in the medieval time period focusing on the perspectives,
information, concepts, and skills for students to understand themselves, with other peoples
of the world from past to present. The 7th grade social studies curriculum looks to enhance
our students’ ability to enter and live in an interdependent and diverse world by
acknowledging and appreciating the differences of all peoples.

GRADE 8: UNITED STATES HISTORY
The eighth grade social studies course seeks to develop a student’s understanding of their
nation’s history through a thematic approach. Students will journey from the past to the
present through the study of six essential themes in American history. The essential
questions and enduring understandings explored in each theme are rooted in the New
Jersey Core Content Standards for the Social Studies.



The six themes are: The American Belief System and You: Creating a Democracy, Making a
New Start: the Immigrant Experience in America, Making a Place for All: The Struggle for
Equality, The American Economy, War and Peace: Global Leadership and Westward
Expansion.

SPECIAL EDUCATION

The special education department is staffed by fully certified special education teachers.
The various programs are designed to meet the unique needs of our students. In order to
qualify for any of these services, students must be tested and approved by the Child Study
Team following prescribed procedures. Guidelines are also in place restricting class size in
order to maximize the opportunities for individualized or small group instruction. Parents
who believe that their youngster is having learning difficulties are encouraged to contact
their child’s teachers. A student would then possibly be referred to the Intervention and
Referral Services Team (I&RS) for further discussion and intervention. If the I&RS Team
intervention has not been successful, then a Child Study Team evaluation may be pursued.
Under no circumstances will a student be placed in any of the special education programs
before the district has notified parents and followed the prescribed procedures.

Related services such as speech and physical therapy are provided as needed. At present
our special education program at Timberlane includes:

COLLABORATIVE PROGRAMS
The Collaborative programs for language arts, social studies, science and math have been
developed to provide greater integration for classified students. There is a collaborative
relationship between a special education and general education teacher in a larger class
setting.

RESOURCE PROGRAMS
Resource replacement programs for language arts, social studies, science and math have
been developed to provide small group instruction for classified students. Goals and
objectives of the IEP that correspond to the core curriculum standards provide the
framework for each of the instructional programs.

LEARNING SKILLS
Resource support programs are provided for students who can reasonably be expected to
master the core curriculum standards of the subject being taught with modifications. This
support can be provided in the regular classroom or in a separate class. When a supported
learning skills class is provided, the specific goals and objectives are specified in the
student’s IEP. In this class, students receive instruction in learning skills, including
organizational skills, study strategies, test taking strategies, and reading strategies, as
necessary.

SUPPLEMENTAL READING WITH LATIN ROOTS
This language and multi-sensory based reading class will provide students with the
opportunity to build upon their literacy skills from known to new within the areas of
phonology/phonological awareness, sound-symbol association, syllable instruction,
morphology, syntax, and semantics. This course will help students decode and encode



words in a direct and student centered manner through the use of diagnostic teaching,
along with explicit instruction that is systematic and cumulative.

RESOURCE PROGRAM PRACTICAL ACADEMIC LEARNING
This program is designed specifically to assist students whose learning needs require
skill-based learning. The program is based on multi-modal instruction along with an
emphasis on acquisition of the skills that are taught. Instruction is individualized based on
the needs of the student. The focus is on the practical application of language arts/reading,
social studies, math, and science. This program highlights the importance of learning life
skills along with social skills and will help students generalize their skills to real world
situations.

RESOURCE PROGRAM LANGUAGE LEARNING DISABILITY
This program presents the New Jersey Core Curriculum to all students through
individualized and specialized instructional strategies with an emphasis on language-based
instruction. Students benefit from individualized and small-group instruction selected to
correlate to the continuum of New Jersey Core Curriculum Standards, and are aligned with
the academic performance level of the individual students. Speech/Language Specialist
provides individual and small group instruction and infuses language development activities
and application of language skills throughout the curriculum. Additional support is provided
by classroom paraprofessionals. A class-wide positive behavioral system is an integral part
of the program, and the development of social skills and interpersonal skills is addressed.
Individual consideration is given to each student for maximum participation in the regular
education environment as deemed appropriate for academic or social enhancement.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND HEALTH

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Students are required to take Physical Education each year at Timberlane. The focus is to
increase physical fitness through the development of skills for team, individual and lifetime
sports. Strategy, safety, and sportsmanship are stressed. The concept of lifelong physical
fitness is the central idea of the program.

HEALTH EDUCATION
Students are required to take Health Education each year at Timberlane. The program will
be progressive, building on concepts learned from the previous year. Health Education and
Physical Education will work together to promote the overall goal of wellness education.
The Wellness Pyramid, Nutrition, Communication and Relationships, Mental, Social and
Emotional Health, First Aid, Family Living, Decision Making, Medicines, Tobacco, Alcohol,
Illegal Drugs, Disease (including STDs, HIV/AIDS, HPV),
contraception/Pregnancy/Parenting.

The following units will be covered: effective communication, drugs, alcohol and tobacco
(including drug classifications and the stages of addiction), personality, mental health,
physiology (including the respiratory system, cardiovascular system, muscular system,
skeletal system, nervous system, endocrine system, excretory system, male and female
reproductive system, and the digestive system), personal health and nutrition, diseases
(including Lyme disease), and family living (including the male and female reproductive
system, sexually transmitted diseases, and HIV/AIDS education).



EXPLORATORY / ELECTIVE COURSES
The courses listed below from the departments representing visual/performing and practical
arts and computer education are part of a sequence designed to allow students to share
basic experiences and then make choices among a group of offerings that appeal to their
interests.

GRADE 6

Band, Choir, or Orchestra (90 days each or up to 90 days in combination)
These performing groups will meet on alternate days throughout the year, for a total of 90
days. Students may choose one or two performing groups. Music is varied in the groups to
give the students a comprehensive, well-balanced experience. Weekly lessons are
scheduled for 25 minutes on a rotational basis during the school day for instrumental
students. Students enrolled in one ensemble will also be required to rehearse as a full
ensemble during one of the five FLEX days per week (two if enrolled in two ensembles).

Music Exploratory
Music Exploration will expose students to the history of music while encouraging creativity
in music through the use of a variety of methods. Students are exposed to performance,
composition, active listening and individual musical expression to encourage an expanded
understanding of a variety of musical genres.

Art 6 (90 days)
This is a hands-on studio course designed to expose the student to a wide range of artistic
media. Study will concentrate on art history and multicultural activities while fostering skill
development and proper use of tools and materials.

PLTW- Gateway to Technology 6 - Design and Modeling (90 days)
This course is designed to provide students with a robust learning experience that
incorporates hands-on problem-based learning projects that provide students the
opportunity to creatively problem-solve, communicate and collaborate while learning the
Engineering Design Process within the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and
Math) model. Students will use solid modeling software as part of the design process.
Students will brainstorm, research, develop ideas, document, create models, test and
evaluate design ideas, and communicate solutions. Students will record notes and data in
both digital and written form. Digital formats include Google Docs, Google Sheets, Google
Slides, and Google Drawings.



Elective Courses

GRADE 7

Band, Choir or Orchestra 7 (90 days, A/B Day)
These performing groups will meet on alternate days throughout the year, for a total of 90
days. Students may choose one or two performing groups. Music is varied in the groups to
give the students a comprehensive, well-balanced experience. Weekly lessons are
scheduled for 25 minutes on a rotational basis during the school day for instrumental
students. Students enrolled in one ensemble will also be required to rehearse as a full
ensemble during one of the five FLEX days per week (two if enrolled in two ensembles).

Intro to Dance (90 Days)
It’s time to get up and move! The Intro to Dance class is a movement based experience for
students of all ability and experience levels. We will explore all of the amazing ways your
body can move - everything from bending your knees to jumping through the air is fair
game! The class will look at dance as a part of our culture (yes, that includes TikTok) and
find out what dance looks like around the world. Finally, we will learn what goes into making
a dance and have a chance to make and perform some of our own. If you’re ready to get up
from your desk, there is a spot for you in dance class!

Art 7 (90 days)
This is a course in which students will be exploring, experiencing, and interpreting the
language of art in terms of the art elements of design and composition. Drawing, painting,
printmaking, etc., are just a few of the activities to be used to foster skill development.

3D Art 7 (90 days)
This is a course designed for the student desiring a more hands-on approach to making art.
Students will be exploring, experiencing, and interpreting art that concentrates on
construction, form, and shape, including the exciting possibilities of 3-D art, masks, origami,
clay, etc.

Advanced Art 7 (90 days – department recommendation only)
This course will provide more experience in developing a comprehensive art background,
focusing on drawing skills that are involved in creating a visual composition. This course is ll
also the intermediate course for students interested in Advanced Art 8 in 8th grade.
Students will be able to articulate judgments about the impact of the visual, tactile, spatial
elements on their experiences, while being introduced the beginning theories of art history
and color.

Computers in Business 7 - Google Apps Simulation (90 days)
Students will assume the role of a business owner. Using Google Docs, Sheets, Slides,
Sites, and WeVideo, students will complete a series of real-world projects to open a new
company for business. Students will create logos, business cards, letterhead, bumper
stickers, a website, menus, coupons, design advertisements and commercials, manage
inventory, and create databases and much more. Upon completion of this course, students
will have a mastery of Google applications, preparing them with 21st-century technology
skills for 8th grade and high school.



Introduction to Theatre (90 days)
This course is provided for the student who desires a beginner's learning experience in
Theatre Arts. During the semester the student will focus on drama techniques that build
skills in improvisation, movement, script writing, blocking, and vocal production. The student
will be able to incorporate this knowledge into monologues, scenes, skits, and camera work.

Family and Consumer Science I (90 days)
Students will learn their way around the kitchen as they gain basic knowledge in ingredient
measurement, food preparation, equipment operation, safety and sanitation. The fun and
magic of machine and hand sewing will also be explored as students complete two basic
sewing projects. Optional sewing projects are encouraged as time and skill allow. Family
and Consumer Science integrates math, reading, writing, problem-solving, social skills and
cooperative learning. 
Please note: the purchase of project-specific supplies will be required for this course.

PLTW- Gateway to Technology 7 - Automation & Robotics and Flight & Space (90
days)
The goal of this pre-engineering course is to provide students with an experience that will
fuel imaginative thinking and creative problem-solving. The hands-on project-based course
will consist of two 45 day modules that focus on the STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and math) model. Students will develop their own ideas, design those ideas
and be given the opportunity to test their ideas. There are two modules. In Automation and
Robotics, students trace the history, development, and influence of automation and
robotics. They learn about mechanical systems, energy transfer, machine automation, and
computer control systems. Students will build mechanisms and robots using VEX Robotics
parts. Students will program the robots, their parts, and sensors using ROBOTC. Students
acquire knowledge and skills in problem-solving, teamwork collaboration and innovation. In
Flight and Space, students study the history of aerospace through hands-on activities and
refine their research and presentation skills. Students explore the science behind
aeronautics and use their knowledge to design, build and test a model glider. Simulation
software is used to expose students to traveling and living in space. Prerequisite: Gateway
to Technology 6 Design & Modeling



GRADE 8

Band, Choir or Orchestra 8 (90 days, A/B day)
These performing groups will meet on alternate days throughout the year, for a total of 90
days. Students may choose one or two performing groups. Music is varied in the groups to
give the students a comprehensive, well-balanced experience. Weekly lessons are
scheduled for 25 minutes on a rotational basis during the school day for instrumental
students. Students enrolled in one ensemble will also be required to rehearse as a full
ensemble during one of the five FLEX days per week (two if enrolled in two ensembles).

Art 8 (90 days)
Students will explore the skills and methods involved in print media. From symbol design to
illustration and printmaking, students will have a hands-on experience using the materials
and tools involved in print production and graphic presentation.

3D Art 8 (90 days)
Students will explore three-dimensional tactile art. They experience a wide range of
methods and materials including wire, plaster, clay, cardboard, paper, etc., to create three
dimensional art works.

Advanced Art 8 (full year - successful completion of Advanced Art 7, portfolio review,
or recommendation from Art 7 teacher)
This is a full year high school level course offered to qualified students interested in
beginning the high school art sequence early. Those students who have not taken art in
grade 7 must submit a portfolio of ten varied art works, no more than three years old. These
can include drawings and designs from other subject areas. These artworks should reflect a
range of media and techniques and show the scope of the students’ art abilities. No high
school credit is earned, but students successfully completing the course may enter Studio
Art I in grade nine.

Family and Consumer Science I (90 days)
Students will learn their way around the kitchen as they gain basic knowledge in ingredient
measurement, food preparation, equipment operation, safety and sanitation. The fun and
magic of machine and hand sewing will also be explored as students complete two basic
sewing projects. Optional sewing projects are encouraged as time and skill allow. Family
and Consumer Science integrates math, reading, writing, problem-solving, social skills and
cooperative learning. 
Please note: the purchase of project-specific supplies will be required for this course.

Family and Consumer Science II (90 days)
This course focuses on continuing to develop life skills. Students will build upon acquired
sewing skills and techniques as they embark upon a more in-depth, multifaceted project.
Optional sewing projects are encouraged as time and skill allow. Students will also continue
to build upon previously acquired food preparation skills. Food safety, accurate recipe
reading, measurement, preparation methods, as well as kitchen safety and sanitation will
continue to be emphasized. The USDA Dietary Guideline “MyPlate” is explored. Students
will collaborate on a food project within their kitchen group. Please note: the purchase of
project-specific supplies will be required for this course. Prerequisite: Family and
Consumer Science I.

Multimedia Presentations (90 days)



Students will use the computer to produce multimedia presentations. Software may include
but not be limited to Hyperstudio, PowerPoint, and various freeware programs located on
the worldwide web. Students will learn to incorporate sound, video, text, and graphics to
deliver a multimedia production. Students will create slideshows, tutorials, and animated
presentations on a variety of topics during the semester long course.

Introduction to Theatre (90 days)
This course is provided for the student who desires a beginner's learning experience in
theatre arts. During the semester the student will focus on drama techniques that build skills
in improvisation, movement, script writing, blocking, and vocal production. The student will
be able to incorporate this knowledge into monologues, scenes, skits, and camera work.

Theatre Workshop (90 days)
This course is designed for the student who has successfully completed Introduction to
Theatre Arts and wishes to build upon and expand their knowledge of theatre. The student
will learn more advanced techniques in movement, blocking, character development,
improvisation, and will also explore the tech and design elements of theatre. They will apply
their skills into their performances of monologues, scenes, script writing and design
presentations. Prerequisite: Successful completion of Introduction to Theatre

Project Lead The Way (PLTW) - Introduction to Engineering Design (Full-year)
Introduction to Engineering Design (IED) is a high school level course, offered as an honors
elective. IED is appropriate for students who are interested in design and engineering. The
major focus of the IED course is to expose students to the design process, research and
analysis, teamwork, communication methods, global and human impacts, engineering
standards, and technical documentation. IED gives students the opportunity to develop
skills and understanding of course concepts through activity-, project-, and problem-based
(APPB) learning. Students use powerful computer hardware and software (AutoDesk
Inventor, OnShape) to develop 3D models or solid renderings of objects. Using CAD
systems, students create, analyze, render, and produce models. The techniques learned,
and equipment used, are state of the art and are currently being used by engineers
throughout the United States. This course is part of the STEM Pathway program at
Central High School. This hands-on, high school level course fulfills the prerequisite for
further engineering courses at the high school.
Prerequisite:  Successful completion of Design and Modeling and Algebra 1.

PLTW- Gateway To Technology - Medical Detectives (90 days)
Become medical detectives and solve medical mysteries! Apply experimental design,
creative thinking, and problem-solving to investigate the inner-workings of the human body,
diagnose disease, and improve human health. In the new Medical Detectives unit, students
play the role of real-life medical detectives as they collect and analyze medical data to
diagnose disease. They solve medical mysteries through hands-on projects and labs,
measure and interpret vital signs, dissect a sheep brain, investigate disease outbreaks, and
explore how a breakdown within the human body can lead to dysfunction.  .

Exceptionally Abled Elective (90 days)
The Exceptional Abled (EA) Program provides differentiated instruction designed to
assist students identified as exceptionally abled in elementary school. EA is offered
as an elective course in sixth, seventh and eighth grades, as not to interfere with core
academic classes. Through project-based learning, students will explore a variety of



topics relevant to real-world situations, challenging them to use higher order thinking,
while working collaboratively with peers.

Support Services

Counseling Services
School counselors are available to assist students with their academic, social-emotional,
career, and life skills development. This is done individually, in small group settings, and
classroom instruction. School counselors are assigned by grade level and work in close
conjunction with the academic teams, special area teachers, administration, and the child
study team. Students may be referred to the school counselors by parents, teachers,
administrators, peers, and self.

Health Services
School health services program goals are designed to identify health problems and needs
of pupils, assist pupils to become increasingly responsible for their own health, promote the
optimal level of health for pupils, provide health counseling for pupils, maintain liaison with
primary health care providers, and promote environmental safety and health within the
school.

Library and Media Services
The two key concepts guiding the library program at Timberlane are appropriate
development of research skills and reading enhancement. Library instruction on specific
topics is given throughout the year in conjunction with class assignments, adapted to
subject matter and group needs. Library skills are reinforced and developed through a
series of coordinated research projects in many different departments. These projects are
designed to give students adequate experience doing research in general as well as using
a variety of specific research tools, including on-line technology. Further individual
assignments are flexible and left to the discretion of the classroom teacher. Whatever the
assignment, the media specialist incorporates appropriate research skills. The media
specialist also introduces students to books and authors suitable for middle school
students, and provides reading lists and reading materials for supplementary reading, book
reports, and classroom assignments.

Interscholastic Athletic Program

FALL WINTER SPRING

Cross Country (coed) 6-8 Basketball (boys) 7-8 Baseball 7-8
Field Hockey 7-8 Basketball (girls) 7-8 Lacrosse (boys) 7-8
Soccer (boys) 7-8 Wrestling 6-8 Lacrosse (girls) 7-8
Soccer (girls) 7-8 Cheerleading 6-8 Softball 6-8

Track (coed) 6-8



School Clubs and Activities

Robotics Science Olympiad
Builders Club Math Olympiad
Jazz Band Timberlane Musical
Yearbook
Art
Coding

Technology
Gardening
Creative Writing

Special Activities

Social Emotional Learning
Social Emotional Learning is practiced each month at Timberlane Middle School. Using the
Casel framework, our students engage in activities to develop skills for self-awareness,
build positive relationships, practice making sound, responsible decisions and learn
self-management. We work as a school community to create expectations for behavior in
the beginning of the school year as students define our school as a place that is accepting
and safe. A place that is filled with respectful and responsible students. Throughout the
school year, our students are given the opportunity to demonstrate the ability to prevent and
resolve interpersonal conflicts, by working with peers to review scenarios and discuss the
appropriate way to respond to a variety of social situations. All of our activities are also built
around the Six Pillars of Character: Respect, Trustworthiness, Caring, Fairness,
Citizenship, and Responsibility. (www.charactercounts.org)

Student Council
The Student Council is a group of elected students who are chosen to represent
classmates. There is one representative and one alternate from each homeroom. Four
officers are elected at large. The students meet regularly to work for the good of the entire
school. Important activities include spirit days, dances, staff appreciation week, and
community projects. The goals are involvement, learning and leadership.

Honor Roll

Research indicates that there is a high degree of correlation between academic
achievement and time on task. Students who put forth extra effort to attend classes each
day and be prepared for their subjects are more likely to succeed academically. Honor roll
is an important way to recognize such achievement. At Timberlane, a student receives
recognition for honor roll status by receiving an 80 percent or higher for a final average for
the year in all subject areas. Students are not recognized for each marking period.

https://casel.org/core-competencies/
http://www.charactercounts.org/


Academic Advancement at Timberlane Middle School

Students entering 7th and 8th grade, who do not meet course eligibility requirements, can
request a waiver from the student’s school counselor. Waivers will only be accepted if
students have taken the pre-requisite course as stated in the course descriptions. Waivers
will be unavailable for all PLTW courses. The waiver must be returned to the school
counselor by May 14, 2021. This does not apply to rising 6th grade students.

We expect that students will pass all core subjects (math, science, social studies, and
language arts) in 6th, 7th and 8th grade to advance to the next grade level. A failing grade in
a core subject must be made up in one of the following ways:

1. remediation in the “Failure is not an Option”  Program during the school year.
2. remediation in summer school, at a program approved by the school

(Timberlane does not have a summer school)
3. tutoring for a minimum of 25 hours and then demonstrated proficiency on

departmental tests
4. repetition of the course the following year.

When it appears that a student may fail a course for the year, the administration will notify
the parents in writing by the mid-point of the third marking period. In all cases where a short
term or long term academic deficiency is discovered, parents will be notified informally
through telephone or personal conferences, and formally through the progress report
system. In the case of an 8th grade student who has failed two or more core subjects (math,
science, language arts, social studies) the question of advancement to the high school will
be considered by the middle school principal and guidance office, as well as the high school
administration, teachers and guidance personnel.

Individualized standards for classified students will be in accordance with the rules and
regulations contained in the New Jersey Administrative Code for Special Education.

**



Hopewell Valley has an Affirmative Action Plan as well as policies on nondiscrimination on
file in the Board Office and in each school building. Parents and students have the right to
review procedures with the building Affirmative Action representative, or with Anthony
Suozzo, the district’s Affirmative Action Officer. Hopewell Valley will not discriminate on the
basis of race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, age, political affiliation,
physical handicap, or social or economic status in its educational programs or activities.


